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APC Meeting minutes

October 18, 2016

respectfully submitted by Markus Rumpfkeil, chair APC

Present: Dixon, Wu, Rumpfkeil, Leming, Dunne, Pierce, Wells, Bickford, Farrelly

Guests: Brian LaDuca (director IACT), Karlos Marshall (Academic Development Coordinator IACT)

Agenda Items:

1. Minutes from September 20th and 27th approved

2. Renewal of CAP courses: Lee Dixon informs us that the proposed procedures are written up and will be sent to APC shortly. It was agreed upon to have a discussion about the document in our meeting next week. Next week we also want to prepare questions for Sawyer Hunley, who was heavily involved in the discussions with stakeholders, and whom we will be inviting to one of our next meetings.

3. Undergraduate Certificate in Applied Creativity for Innovative Transformation

Extensive discussion with our guests. Major areas covered were general motivation and vision of the certificate program and the choice of courses for the certificate as well as their sequence. Based on our initial feedback a few weeks ago and today's discussion Brian will submit a revised version of the certificate as soon as they are ready.